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President’s Message

s a Special Interest Chapter of the NAWCC,
e don’t have a geographic area to draw
embership from, instead we are open to
embership anywhere in the world.

onsequently we don’t get to meet our
embers face to face very often. With this in
ind I requested that a meeting be scheduled

t the 2011 Convention in Overland Park,
ansas. The meeting was on June 11th and in
ttendance was:

on Stafford member from Amber,
ennsylvania
orma Ciskowski a guest from the local area
obert Hensley member from Olatha, Kansas
ob Jewett member from Kansas City, Kansas
ayle and Cindy Loos members from Fort
homas, Kentucky
ob Linkenhoker from Corona. California

hen I requested that the meeting be
cheduled I failed to specify that a projector
ould be needed. Consequently the program I
ad prepared couldn’t be shown. Instead we
eld an impromptu meeting where everyone in
ttendance talked about their reasons for
ollecting Alarm Clocks and alarm clock
phemera.

ome brought items for the group to view.
obert Hensley brought a large collection of
ostcards with alarm clocks in them. An
teresting display and one I personally had not

onsidered in the past. Gayle Loos brought 27
larms from his collection for all to admire.
ll in all we had a great time and learned a little
it.

I wish to thank Cindy Loos for recording the
goings on at the event, without her notes I
would not be able to write this letter.

On another subject I am sure Kevin, our
newsletter Editor, could use articles and
pictures. It is always a struggle to come up with
enough material for a newsletter, so please
send anything you have for publication.

Since I am helping plan the National for 2012 in
Pasadena I know there will be a Chapter 178
meeting scheduled and hope to see many of
you there.

Till next time,

Bob Linkenhoker

One of our most prolific collectors, “Alarm Clock
Peter”, left, with Steve Berger, owner of
Timesavers on right.
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From the collection of
Joel Zautner

I am sending you a picture of an
interesting alarm that I acquired last
week. I have no idea what it was
used for but have some ideas that
are possible. Like for a bank or
maybe a house of ill repute. Not sure.
I thought I saw one of these in an
alarm chapter newsletter but maybe I
am wrong about that. If you have any
ideas give me an email Thanks, Joel
Zautner

From the editor:

Someone took an Ansonia Alarm
clock and modified it to mount into
the case. Peg feet of clock are still
attached.

They removed the bell and perhaps
included it on top. Inside the cabinet
is clearly a space and strap to mount
a battery.

The crank handle on the side is
actually contact switch. If you follow
the wires, when the crank handle
was in the down position, it would
complete the circuit when the alarm
tripped in the Ansonia, allowing the
battery to run a hammer on the bell.

If you have any ideas what this could
have been used for, please send
comments, questions or the answer
to kevin@insuremekevin.com

mailto:kevin@insuremekevin.com
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From the archives of Dennis Sagvold of Glendale, AZ.
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The first four advertisements were introducing
the new line of Ingersoll alarm clocks. The
Janney, Semple, Hill & Co. was a wholesaler
and the last ad for Westclox.

A Diamond
In The Rough

By Vince Angell

I have been collecting Darche Manufacturing
clocks for about 15 years. I find them very
interesting and believe the history of the Darche
Manufacturing Company to be close to the
American dream.

I would say I have almost all of the various
styles of Darche clocks (over 30 of them) that I
have come across over these past years.
There is one though that I thought I could have
bought about 5 years ago by being the highest
bidder on eBay. I thought I was the only person
that would know what this “basket case” was.
Needless to say, I was outbid by a person who
put in a ridiculous bid (four times higher than my
bid) and won the item. I contacted him and
asked why he bid so high and he said he
thought it was “neat”. Well, this is the only other
one that I have seen which I did not have.

About a year ago, in a small Northern California
town, I was in an antique store that took me
back to the good old days. There was a lot of
interesting stuff piled high. I introduced myself
to the owner and showed him a picture from my
iPhone of a Darche clock that I recently
restored. The following is the picture what I
showed him.
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I told him I was very interested in these types of
clocks. He said that he almost bought one like
it a few days earlier but the other person
wanted too much money for the whole lot of
items. I told him I would pay as much as $300
for one like I showed him if it was in this
condition. First of all, it is very hard to find one
restored like the one I had showed him and
nearly impossible to find the actual style that I
was looking for.

At that point, I left him my card and said to keep
me in mind.

About four days later the antique store owner
called me and said he bought the clock.
Needless to say I was very excited and asked
him if he would be open the next day so that I
could come and see it. It’s about a 100 mile
round trip from my home and was the only time
I was able to get there.

I arrived the next day about an hour after he
opened. Asked him where the clock was and
he said right next to me on the shelf. I looked at
the clock and it was more or less “trashed”.
The base appeared to be rusty and the rest
needed plenty of attention. Not quite what I
was expecting. I looked at it and thought I
could only use it for parts. The following are
pictures of what I drove over 50 miles to see.

I told him that I hoped he did not pay much for
the clock because of its condition. I offered him
$200 at that time and he said it was not for sale
right now as he wanted to do more research on
it. He also said that the $300 price that I had
mentioned was far less than what he was going
to ask for it. He told me to come back in a
couple of weeks and he would know the price.

I was not a “happy camper” at that statement. I
had driven 50 miles to see the clock and it was
not for sale.

I continued to look at the clock and noticed
possibly something unusual. It looked to have a
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“copper flash” finish but I could not see much of
the case through all the rough metal and dirt.
Not wanting to drive here again I made him the
$300 offer. Again he said that right now he did
not know what to ask.

I left the store in a huff and came back to
Sacramento. Why this man would turn down a
cash offer of $300 for this “parts” clock was
beyond me. I would be paying top dollar for the
clock and could probably only use it for parts
and keep the original Darche batteries for
myself….

I asked a friend of mine who lived in the
neighborhood to stop by about a month later
and see if he had sold the clock. She called
back and said the clock was still there and he
was asking $375 firm….

That was way out of my price range at that time
and I really was not sorry that he did not accept
my last offer when I was there. If it was in the
condition of the picture that I showed him,
things would be different.

Another month passed by and I was in that
small town and stopped by the store. He STILL
had the clock. Said there was a lot of interest in
it. Sure……..
I asked what he was asking and he said $350
firm….I said that was way out of my price range
and that I had already offered $300 two months
earlier and was glad I did not buy it.
I left the store again and was pretty confident
that I was the only interested party he had and
probably the only buyer who would pay for this
“junker” clock.

About 2 more months passed and I was called
by my friend to say that he still had the clock.
My wife and I drove to the area the following
week and stopped by. As I entered he said
“Still have that clock”. “What are you asking
now” I asked.

“I’m asking $250 cash and will not take any
less”…..

I again looked at the clock and was still
interested in either parting it out or trying to
restore it. This time I thought I would “walk”
letting him think that that I was done with it. I
said “good-bye” and told him I still was not
interested for that “firm price” of $250.

As I was walking out he yelled from the other
side of the shop, “You can always make an
offer”.

At that time I turned around walked back to the
clock and said. “$200 is my final offer”

He said OK and I put it in the car and took it
home…

If you turn to the back page of this Newsletter, I
have pictures of the clock after a lot of polishing
and scrubbing….Turned out that it had that
copper-flash finish that I had never seen before
and now it is a prize among my Darche
collection.
Do you have a story about haggling with a
vendor or antique dealer? Submit your
stories and pictures to:

Kevin Knauss
8712 Pendleton Drive
Granite Bay, CA 95746
6

Or email to: Kevin@insuremekevin.com

mailto:Kevin@insuremekevin.com
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It was hard to believe that patience was a virtue
that enabled me to purchase this prize for my
collection at a fair price and be able to bring it
back to a reasonable condition. Not perfect but
an extremely good example of a rare Darche.

Just another Diamond in the Rough…


